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A neo-Darwinian heuristic for decisions involving altruism is hypothesized in this article. Following W. Hamilton's (1964) analysis of inclusive fitness, the assumption of this study is that tendencies to help another person are selected against, except when the donor and recipient are related and share genes underlying these tendencies. An important social psychological implication of Hamilton’s formulation is that in group-living individuals (a) natural selection favors those who are prone to help others as a function of the latter’s relatedness, potential fecundity, or other features indicating a recipient’s capacity to enhance the donors’ inclusive fitness, and (b) this effect is especially strong when help is biologically significant (e.g., the recipient will not survive otherwise). Such a heuristic is demonstrated in several studies involving hypothetical decisions to help: In life-or-death situations, people chose to aid close kin over distant kin, the young over the old, the healthy over the sick, the wealthy over the poor, and the premenopausal woman over the postmenopausal woman; whereas when it is a matter of an everyday favor, they gave less weight to kinship and opted to help either the very young or the very old over those of intermediate age, the sick over the healthy, and the poor over the wealthy.

Several times a year the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission bestows awards on individuals for unusual bravery in coming to the aid of another. Since 1904 the commission has recognized close to 8,000 people for acts of heroism. A striking feature of this sample is that the acts rarely involve relatives. The absence of kin is no accident. Until about a decade ago individuals who helped a family member, however brave the action, were deliberately excluded from consideration; even nowadays those who help kindred are subject to a different standard and are recognized only when the sacrifice is extraordinary. For example, the Ann Arbor News in December of 1992 reported that 22 people had been recently cited by the commission. Only 2 of the cases described in the article involved relatives. Both were parents who had attempted to rescue their children and both died in the effort. Whereas all of the persons cited for heroism who survived unscathed were unrelated to the recipient of their actions, evidently, the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission believes that helping kin is less worthy than helping nonkin, unless it results in serious injury to the actor. On the face of it this belief is puzzling. If a foundation dedicated to rewarding heroism excluded cases in which the recipient of help was the same gender or nationality as the donor, it would be widely questioned. Why is discrimination based on kinship more acceptable? Perhaps because the commission recognizes that the fate of offspring, siblings, and parents is more significant to most people than that of acquaintances or strangers. After all, few are surprised that in natural disasters people’s uppermost concern is their family (Cunningham, 1986; Drabek, Key, Erickson, & Crowe, 1975; Quarantelli, 1960); and should they be away from home, it is the group they think about first and the one they make the greatest effort to contact (Killian, 1952). Would the denouement of Sophie’s Choice have been as poignant if the heroine had instead to decide between the lives of two strange children? Indeed, people’s feelings are probably much more precise in these matters so that, for example, they sense that the death of a daughter is a greater cause for grief than the death of a cousin or of an old, sickly mother (Littlefield & Rushton, 1986). But whether or not humans can parcel out grief with this degree of precision, the fact is that the tendency to mourn intensely over the death of kindred is universal and probably species specific (Murdock, 1945; Rosenblatt, Walsh, & Jackson, 1976).

The notion that concern about others’ fate increases with their relatedness is a key social psychological corollary of the
neo-Darwinian theory of biological evolution, particularly in its analysis of inclusive fitness (Hamilton, 1964; Maynard Smith, 1964; also see Fisher, 1930/1958; Haldane, 1932). In classic Darwinian theory, fitness was measured in terms of individual reproductive success. However, according to the inclusive fitness model, individual reproductive success is significant for natural selection only because it reveals something about genetic continuity, that is, the likelihood of the person's genes being replicated over succeeding generations; and from the point of view of genetic continuity individual reproductive success is not the sole or may not even be the most important determinant. Because an individual shares genes identical by descent with relatives, the latter's reproductive success also must be taken into account. In any case, Hamilton's demonstration that natural selection is primarily a matter of genetic continuity has been persuasive and, as a result, there followed numerous arguments, widely known by now, that it is more parsimonious as well as more precise to say that the individual is merely a gene's vehicle for making another gene, a machine for replicating itself, and the like (Dawkins, 1976, 1982).

Social psychological theory needs to take into account Hamilton's (1964) inclusive fitness formulation because it offers the best explanation of the conditions under which genetic structures and the behaviors they give rise to benefit and become widespread as the result of social transactions. To wit, suppose, first, that an actor does something to help a recipient and the action costs the former C while benefiting the latter B; costs and benefits referring to decreases and increases, respectively, in individual reproductive success and, second, that there is a genetic structure mediating the action. In traditional Darwinian theory, a tendency that causes its possessor reproductive harm will be selected against. Hamilton's insight is that the genes underlying such a tendency experience no reproductive benefit but only a cost and as a result must decrease in frequency unless the actor and recipient are related, in which case there is some likelihood that they share the genes in question. Hence, a genetic structure in the actor can in fact experience a net benefit, that is, its chances of replication are improved, if the cost of helping to the actor is less than the benefit to the recipient weighted by the degree of relatedness, r, that is, if \( Br > C \). To spell this out a bit more, note that according to Hamilton's model, for it to produce a net genetic profit for the actor and be favored by natural selection, an action whose recipient is a sibling (\( r = 0.5 \)) must benefit the latter more than twice what it cost the former, an action whose recipient is an aunt (\( r = 0.25 \)) must benefit her more than four times the amount that it cost the actor, and so forth.

That the inclusive fitness model has implications for the psychological analysis of social norms, cooperation and competition, and interpersonal attraction, is not news (e.g., Alexander, 1987; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Buss, 1989; Caporael, Dawes, Orbell, & van de Kragt, 1989; Kenrick & Trost, 1988). In the present article we are concerned with the broader issue of constraints imposed by the model on the encoding of social information. The nature of these constraints may be outlined in terms of two processing principles. The more general principle concerns a capacity labeled social acuity: It asserts that natural selection favors a tendency in actors to distinguish between potential partners according to the cost and benefits of a transaction. The more specific principle has to do with what is usually called kin selection. Here the model offers scientific support for the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission's intuition that heroism on behalf of relatives is different from heroism on behalf of non-relatives. It implies that when people need help, natural selection favors a tendency in the donor to discriminate among potential recipients according to their degree of relatedness. We first briefly discuss some of the psychological evidence regarding social acuity, evidence that is unsystematic but more plentiful than one might expect. Then in the remainder of the article we present several studies bearing on kin selection, especially the encoding of kinship and the impact of this information on hypothetical decisions to help.

Recognizing the Cost and Benefits of a Social Transaction

If nothing else, the concept of inclusive fitness suggests that any group-living species will have developed mechanisms allowing them to detect early the costs and benefits of interacting with a conspecific. The evidence in the standard social psychological literature for such a heuristic seems considerable, especially in light of the fact that it was produced inadvertently—none of these researchers, as far as we know, were interested in the matter. For example, group members are sensitive to individual differences in the possession as well as in the expenditure of resources (see reviews in Hare, 1976; McGrath, 1984); they readily categorize each other according to the capacity to contribute (e.g., members with many good ideas vs. members with few good ideas, intelligent members vs. unintelligent members, active members vs. passive members, etc.) and the likelihood that these resources will be used to another's benefit (e.g., cooperative members vs. competitive members, friendly members vs. hostile members, warm members vs. cold members, etc.). Moreover, the individual differences in behavior that allow such categorization as well as the sensitivity in recognizing these differences appear quite early in the interaction, probably within the first few minutes (Fiske & Ofshe, 1970; Willard & Strodtbeck, 1972). Categorization according to members' resources also seems to occur automatically, given that it has been found in encoding and decision tasks where transactions with the stimulus persons are out of the question and where individual differences in the latters' resources are irrelevant to performance (DeSoto & Albrecht, 1968; DeSoto & Bosley, 1962). Finally, in more natural settings Cheyne and Seyfarth (1985) observed that children and young primates deduce status in a group merely by watching a limited number of transactions between members: As a result of noticing that A, say, is related to, cooperates with, or dominates B and B is related to, cooperates with, or dominates C, they infer that A is related to, cooperates with, or dominates C. Indeed, these researchers find that monkeys are adept at inferring causality, transitivity, and reciprocity in social relations early in life, before they are skilled in recognizing comparable relationships between physical events of considerable biological significance (e.g., that a particular pat-
tern of tracks is produced by the python, a common predator of the monkey and, thus, should be taken as a warning.

Individuals playing a prisoner's dilemma game who believe their unseen partner is a person instead of a computer are inclined to adopt a cooperative strategy, which depends on them understanding the other's outcomes, whereas those who believe the partner is a computer are not, even though under either condition the partner plays a flexible, forgiving, and nice strategy like tit for tat (Abric, Faucheux, Moscovici, & Plon, 1967). Similar effects are observed in pure coordination games (see the minimal social situation in Sidowski, Wycoff, & Tabory, 1956). Kelley and his colleagues (Kelley, Thibaut, Radloff, & Mundy, 1962; Rabinowitz, Kelley, & Rosenblatt, 1966) had individuals engage in a long series of transactions with a partner who, again, was said to be either a person or a machine. The task required participants to ascertain which of their actions helped and which harmed the partner. Once this was determined coordination could be achieved and from then on both individuals would benefit; otherwise, both would continue to experience costs. The results were comparable to those in the mixed-motive studies: Individuals who believed they were interacting with another person figured out the consequences of their actions more readily—interestingly enough, they did so for the most part by assuming the partner used the equivalent of a tit for tat heuristic (win-stay/lose-change) in responding to their actions—and, as a result, solved the coordination problem with greater frequency than those who believed they were interacting with a machine.

Some of the most recent evidence that humans by nature are prepared to encode the costs and benefits of social transactions is found in Cosmides (1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989; but see Cheng & Holyoak, 1989; Pollard, 1990; Politzer & Nguyen-Xuan, 1992). She observed in several experiments that formally identical problems of logical reasoning are relatively easy to solve when they are presented in the form of a social transaction, but are difficult to solve otherwise. On the basis of these findings Cosmides argued that humans have specialized mental capacities for encoding and elaborating on the costs and benefits of social relationships and that these capacities reflect built-in encoding mechanisms (for more specific social transactions such as mating and parenting, see Buss, 1988, 1989; Buss & Barnes, 1986; Daly & Wilson, 1988; Daly, Wilson, & Weghorst, 1982; Kenrick & Trost, 1988; Symons, 1979, 1987).

Although conceptually and methodologically disparate, these studies are surprisingly consistent with the general thrust of Hamilton's model: Natural selection favors encoding mechanisms that are vigilant in respect to the costs and benefits of a social transaction. The upshot, we think, is a general heuristic for detecting who possesses what resources and whether they are likely to use them in a cooperative or competitive fashion that is activated whenever a social transaction is in the offing. Our own research attempts to demonstrate this in cases where individuals decide how to use their resources to help others who vary in kinship.

Study 1: Perceived and Actual Kinship

Whereas it may be true that people pay special attention to kinship and its correlates, this does not mean that there is a one-to-one correspondence between biological and perceived relatedness. People's capacity to discriminate between a very close and a moderately close relative (e.g., mother vs. aunt) may be different from their capacity to discriminate between a moderately close and distant relative (e.g., aunt vs. second cousin). In fact, from the point of view of inclusive fitness the difference between a parent, sib, or offspring and an aunt, uncle, niece, or nephew is more significant than the difference between any of the latter set and a cousin. Hence, theory as well as intuition (plus the psychophysics and social judgment literatures) suggest that Weber's law is likely to hold for relatives: Differences between close kin appear greater than differences between distant kin. The implication, of course, is that the robustness of kinship effects depends on whether the relatives in question are close or distant. In addition to psychophysical processes there are likely to be cultural meanings associated with particular kin terms that have little to do with shared genes but that nevertheless affect one's perception of relatedness (e.g., "He's not heavy, Father, he's my brother") and are likely, at least from the point of view of inclusive fitness enhancement, to distort decisions involving kin. To determine the relationship between perceived and actual kinship, a small study was carried out.

Subjects and Procedure

Twenty-six undergraduates at the University of Michigan were asked to indicate how closely related they felt to a large number of kindred ranging from biologically close, such as parents and siblings, to biologically distant, such as cousins and great-grandparents; also included were fictive kin (e.g., step-parents) and acquaintances. Respondents anonymously filled out a short questionnaire containing 19 questions in the form of "How closely related do you perceive yourself to be to your sister?" One question referred to a genetically identical relative (r = 1.0), namely, an identical twin. Four questions referred to very close relatives (r = .5), namely, mother, father, sister, and brother; 6 questions referred to moderately close relatives (r = .25), namely, aunt, uncle, grandmother, grandfather, niece, and nephew; 3 questions referred to distant relatives (r = .125), namely, cousin, great-grandmother, and great-grandfather; 4 questions referred to fictive kin (r = .00), namely, step-mother, step-father, step-sister, and step-brother; and 1 question referred to an unspecified acquaintance. Respondents indicated the degree of perceived relatedness by writing a number from 0 (completely unrelated) to 100 (extremely closely related) in a space immediately to the left of the question.

Results and Discussion

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated a significant decline in perceived relatedness with actual relatedness, F(5, 100) = 216.9, p < .001. More important, multiple comparisons using Dunn's test demonstrated that the drop in perceived relatedness between each pair of adjacent points was reliable and that the most precipitous declines occurred (a) between very close kin (.5) and moderately close kin (.25) and (b) between distant kin
everyday favor. Chagnon and Bugos (1979), describing an ax fight in a Yanomamo village in southern Venezuela, made the point that

... reveal themselves... Here... the axiomatic qualities of human kinship as prescriptive altruism take on form and substance... If we are interested in examining individual human behavior with an eye toward understanding the extent to which that behavior is "tracking" biologically relevant dimensions of kinship relationships, it seems that crisis or conflict situations involving potential hazards to the actors are a reasonable place to begin. (p. 215)

From this perspective it is useful to distinguish between an everyday heuristic that is primed by biologically trivial social transactions—that is, transactions with minimal significance for reproductive success—and, we hypothesize, is driven by a desire to do what is moral or socially approved (see below) versus a life-or-death heuristic that comes into play when social transactions are biologically significant (in that they have important consequences for reproductive success) and is driven by mechanisms that serve to enhance inclusive fitness. We assume that under everyday conditions need, worthiness, or obligation is the default value for deciding whom to help; other things being equal, morality, manners, and reputation are best served by helping persons who are most deserving or least able to help themselves. In the case of the life-or-death heuristic what is important is the fitness value of the recipients, that is, their potential fecundity or reproductive value plus other capacities that can contribute to a donor's inclusive fitness. The features an individual actually uses as cues in deciding whether to help another no doubt would correlate imperfectly with their importance as specified in a normative theory of fitness value. Of course, kinship (or its correlates) is of necessity such a feature and a critical one (e.g., see Essock-Vitale & McGuire, 1985). In addition, there are various other features relevant to inclusive fitness in that they affect the recipient's capacity to produce and nurture offspring (or to contribute to the well-being of the donor's offspring). Our studies examine some of the most obvious: the recipient's age, state of health, wealth, sex, and environment.

Clearly, a person who is old, impoverished, in poor health, or lives in a malignant environment is less likely to produce viable offspring than a person who is young, rich, in good health, or lives in a benign environment. Some of these features also signal need and obligation in an everyday context. Our conjecture is that the very young and very old are perceived as less able to help themselves than those of intermediate age; similarly, individuals who are in poor health or impoverished are seen as more vulnerable than those who are in good health or rich; and in all likelihood, females are still considered more deserving in this respect than males. Finally, and oddly enough, sex is a feature whose reproductive significance is less straightforward. As a main effect, males might be seen as having greater value than females because they are capable in principle of having more offspring. Females, however, might be considered more valuable because they set the upper limit on reproduction. Moreover, the risk and uncertainty associated with female reproduction is less than that associated with male reproduction; in virtually all pre-modern communities the variance in the number of offspring of males is greater than that of females so that only the most fecund males have more offspring than females of average fecundities. In short, women produce more children on the average than men (Chagnon, 1979, 1988; Dickemann, 1979; Har-...
At best, however, differences between the sexes in reproductive value depend on context. One relatively clear instance of this is examined in our next study, that is, the interaction between age and sex: The male capacity to have offspring persists to some degree into old age, whereas the female's capacity ends abruptly in late middle age with the onset of menopause.

Study 2: Recipient's Age, Sex, and Relatedness

This analysis has several implications for decisions to help. First, it suggests that altruism and kinship are linearly related; when actors are obliged to choose, they help their closest relative. Second, actors give more weight to kinship in life-or-death than in everyday situations—in light of our findings on perceived and actual relatedness, we expect this effect to be more robust when one of the potential recipients is close kin or non-kin. Third, under life-or-death conditions altruism and age are linearly related, that is, actors help the youngest; under everyday conditions, however, they are curvilinearly related, that is, actors help the very young or the very old over those of intermediate age. Fourth, in everyday situations actors help females over males; in all likelihood, however, this preference attenuates under life-or-death conditions. Fifth, after late middle age the decline in help for females is more precipitous than that for males when help is a matter of life or death, whereas females and males have comparable rates of decline with age when it is a matter of an everyday favor. Our second study examines these predictions.

Respondents

The respondents were 158 Japanese and American undergraduates. The Japanese sample consisted of 82 male and 4 female students at Shimane University, Shimane Prefecture, and the American sample consisted of 28 male and 44 female students at the University of Michigan.

Procedure

The respondents were randomly assigned to answer one of two forms of a questionnaire. Each contained 24 cases, 1 per page, involving triads of individuals. In the life-or-death condition the three target individuals are described as being in grave peril and in need of help. The respondent's task is to decide which one to help. The perilous state of affairs is depicted as one where (a) the triad members who do not receive help will not survive and (b) the actor has time or resources enough to help only one. As an example of how to perform the task, respondents were asked to imagine the three targets, who varied in age, sex, and relatedness (e.g., their 7-year-old female cousin, their 75-year-old grandfather, and a 21-year-old acquaintance); each is asleep in different rooms of a rapidly burning house, and the respondent has time to rescue only one of them. Once participants had this picture in mind, they were to rank the targets, that is, to encircle the member of the triad that they were most likely to help and to cross out the member that they were least likely to help. The former target was given a score of 3; the latter, a score of 1; and the intermediate target, a score of 2. It was stressed that only the person who received help would survive and that the others would perish. The everyday form asked respondents to think of situations in which help would be useful to the recipients but was by no means a life-or-death matter. Again, to illustrate the task, respondents were to imagine that they were on their way to an appointment; as they were about to leave, three target individuals asked them to do a small favor, say, pick up items at a store, and, again, there was time to help only one member of the triad. The respondents then had to decide which of the triad they would most likely help and which they would least likely help. The scoring was identical. Both forms of the questionnaire noted that respondents were unlikely to have all the relatives described in the questionnaire (e.g., a 3-day-old sister or a 75-year-old grandfather), in which case they were to imagine that they did.

A total of 36 different targets were created by filling out a 2 (condition: life or death vs. everyday) \(\times 2\) (country) \(\times 2\) (sex of subject) \(\times 2\) (sex of target) \(\times 5\) (age of target) \(\times 4\) (kin) \(\times 2\) (repeated measures) matrix with four cells missing. The matrix for male targets is shown in Table 1 (the matrix for female targets was identical except for the sex labels). Two cells of each matrix were left empty in the 75-year-old column. Both the .5 and .125 kin at that age, corresponding to a 75-year-old parent and a 75-year-old cousin, respectively, were in our judgment too far from our respondents' experience and, hence, were omitted. In the .25 kin cells the exact lineage of the target was not completely determined, an 18-year-old nephew could be a sister's or brother's son. In these cases, sex was kept consistent so that nephews were labeled as a brother's son and nieces as a sister's daughter. Lineage was clear in all other cases except cousins, aunts, and uncles, where it was not specified. The triads were constructed so that both sexes were always represented and neither the same degree of kinship nor age appeared within the same triad. A total of 24 triads were presented to each respondent. Each particular cell of the matrix was presented twice. This constitutes a partially balanced incomplete block design for the three within factors (Kirk, 1968). We were unable to find a balanced incomplete block design plan for a set-up of this size, and because a completely balanced block design would have required a total of 7,140 triads, we chose to construct the triads without overlap of age or kin. This forces us to assume transitivity, rather than to demonstrate it empirically, but considering the time and fatigue involved in making over 7,000 choices, it seems a reasonable trade-off.

---

1 According to the inclusive fitness model, donors with great resources, enough to enhance the reproductive career of a recipient to the point of pushing the latter into the ranks of the extremely fecund, ought to help male kin, whereas donors with moderate or small resources, insufficient to enhance extraordinarily a recipient's reproductive career, ought to help female kin (Trivers & Willard, 1973). This hypothesis is not without support. In a study of the inheritance of wealth in Vancouver, British Columbia, Smith, Kish, and Crawford (1987) found that for estates valued up to about $111,000, which constituted 75% of the sample, daughters received a more generous bequest than sons; only for the 25% of the estates larger than this amount were bequests to sons greater than those to daughters.
Results and Discussion

A $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 5 \times 4 \times 2$ ANOVA was calculated. To properly calculate interaction effects, the 75-year-old cells were excluded from the ANOVA. Therefore, although their results appear in the figures below, these cells are not a part of the initial analysis. Finally, because the design of the experiment yielded 128 independent $F$ tests, we have simplified the reporting of results to some degree. First, because of the scoring procedure, namely, ranking, none of the main effects associated with the between factors (i.e., country and condition) nor their interactions are statistically meaningful, and so these tests are not reported. Thus, the only main effects that are reported are those due to within factors (sex of target, kin, and age of target) plus the interaction effects among these within factors and among the between and within factors. Also for the sake of simplicity we have excluded the repeated measures factor from discussion.

Surprisingly, neither sex of respondent nor country interacted significantly with any of the within factors. The patterns of helping were not significantly different in any measurable respect between Japan and the United States, nor were there any differences between men and women. All three within main effects (i.e., those associated with kin, age, and sex) were significant. There was a very large effect for relatedness, $F(3,430) = 108.60$, $p < .001$, with help increasing as distance decreased. All values of $r$ differed from each other at the .001 level by Dunn's test. The effect of target's age was appreciable, $F(3,450) = 17.22$, $p < .001$, so that younger targets received more help than older targets. All ages differed significantly from each other at the .05 level by Dunn's test. And, finally, both male and female respondents favored female over male targets as recipients of help, $F(1,150) = 27.71$, $p < .001$.

The pattern of responding on all three within factors under life-or-death conditions was significantly different from that under everyday conditions. To begin with, the interaction with kinship, $F(3,450) = 5.86$, $p < .001$, is consistent with the inclusive fitness hypothesis: The weight given to kinship when help was a matter of life or death was greater than when it was an everyday favor. As is shown in Figure 2, helping decreased with relatedness more rapidly in the former than in the latter circumstances; moreover, in line with the findings of Study 1, this effect was more robust between $r$ values of .5 and .25 and .125 and .00 than between intermediate values. A similar pattern was reported in Cunningham (1986), where the percentage of subjects volunteering to help in an everyday task (loading furniture during a move) declined more slowly as a function of kinship than the percentage of subjects volunteering to help in a life-threatening situation (entering a burning building to rescue someone). For example, 91% of participants said they would help a "favorite brother" and 79% a "favorite uncle" load furniture; when it came to entering a burning building to rescue someone, 93% still said they would do it for their "favorite brother" but only 67%, for their "favorite uncle."

The Age X Condition interaction, $F(3,450) = 4.88$, $p < .05$, was striking. When help was biologically significant, individuals allocated it according to the recipient's fitness value—here indicated by age—so that the old received less help than the young. When help was biologically insignificant we assume that individuals were concerned with morality and civility, that such concerns led them to allocate help according to need or worthiness; and, finally, that subjects inferred need and worthiness from features such as the recipient's age and sex, among others. Our conjecture was that both the very young and the very old are perceived as more worthy than individuals of intermediate age and females, by default, as more worthy than males. In other
words, according to the inclusive fitness model, tendencies to help should decrease linearly with the age of the recipient under life-or-death conditions. However, under everyday conditions these tendencies should be curvilinear with the age of the recipient (see Figure 3). Finally, from Hamilton's point of view the Sex X Age X Condition interaction, $F(3, 450) = 3.88, p < .04$, is gratifying. When altruism is biologically significant the preference for females over males disappears after late middle age, at which point there is a trivial preference in favor of males (see Figure 4). This effect does not occur for everyday help (see Figure 5).

Study 3: Malignant Environments and Reproductive Value

Helping infants is riskier than helping adolescents because there are more opportunities for harm to befall infants before they can begin their reproductive career. An interesting implication of the findings in Study 2 is that respondents seem to ignore the risk and to assume that infants have at least as much likelihood of a reproductive career as do 10-year-olds even though one is much closer to engaging in reproductive activity than the other. Probably in benign environments such as those of our participants, well-off young adults (which describes the vast majority of our respondents) do not think of infant mortality, childhood diseases, accidents of the nursery, and the like and give little weight to the possibility that an infant may not survive to reproduce. Otherwise, they ought to have preferred investing in a 10-year-old over an infant. And if they had, the tendency to provide biologically significant help as a function of recipient's age would show some signs of curvilinearity in the form of an inverted U (opposite in direction to that obtained when help is biologically trivial), which it did not (see Figure 3).² Be this as it may, it should be possible to produce such curvilinearity by priming respondents to consider factors like infant mortality, illness, and trauma that are characteristic of malignant environments.

² To examine the notion that people believe that in modern society the capacity to procreate is continually being enhanced so that a newborn actually has greater reproductive potential than a person born a generation earlier—a belief that would cause respondents to discount the risks of infancy—we have asked over a score of undergraduates to estimate the length of reproductive careers, physical health, and longevity of the average person born in the United States in 1950, 1975, and 2000. More
Respondents and Procedures

Sixty-one undergraduates filled out a short questionnaire involving hypothetical questions about whom to help in a life-or-death situation, described in the same way as in Study 2. While doing so they were to try to imagine that they were living in an environment where life was uncertain and short. To understand what this meant, respondents were asked to picture themselves as citizens of a sub-Saharan country that has suffered widespread famine and disease. As a result, infant mortality is very high, with a large proportion of the newly born dying during the first 6 months of life; in addition, the average life span is short so that few people survive into their 60s. Instead of triads, respondents were presented with 20 pairs of target individuals that varied in age as in the preceding study, namely, less than 3 months old, 10 years old, 18 years old, 45 years old, and 75 years old. Half of the pairs consisted of female targets and half of male targets. All targets had the same degree of relatedness to the respondent, that is, \( r = .25 \) (e.g., your 75-year-old grandfather vs. your 3-month-old nephew). After encircling the member of the pair they preferred to help, respondents indicated their certainty about the choice on a 3-point scale (i.e., 3 = definitely; 2 = very likely, and 1 = probably). The chosen target, therefore, received a score of 3, 2, or 1, depending on the rating, and the nonchosen target received a score of 0.

Results and Discussion

A one-way ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of age, \( F(4, 240) = 28.73, p < .001 \). However, in contrast with the preceding study, the tendency to help was approximately curvilinear with age. When individuals must assume a malignant environment, we observed less tendency to come to the aid of an infant than of a 10-year-old, a difference significant at the .001 level by Dunn’s test (see Figure 6). There were no reliable effects associated with the sex of the targets. It seems, therefore, if the context emphasizes the risks associated with helping someone who is incapable of producing offspring until a point far in the future, actors discount the potential recipient’s reproductive value and are less inclined to help.

Study 4: Health and Fitness Value

Physical health is a straightforward sign of the recipients’ reproductive value as well as her or his status in the group and, hence, potential for enhancing a donor’s inclusive fitness. At the same time it is an unequivocal indication of need: The healthier the person, the greater his or her fitness value and the sicker the person, the greater his or her need. State of health, therefore, ought to be an especially good feature to demonstrate the difference between allocating help that is biologically significant and, thus, is guided by a recipient’s fitness value and allocating help that is biologically insignificant and, thus, is guided by a recipient’s need.

Respondents and Procedures

Two hundred ninety-two undergraduates at the University of Michigan answered one of four forms of a questionnaire. As in the previous study approximately half of the questionnaires had to do with helping under life-or-death conditions and half with helping under everyday conditions. Within each of these conditions half dealt with female targets and half with male targets. Respondents decided between two targets that varied in their relatedness to the respondent as well as in health. For example, the choice might be between helping a niece who is in excellent health or a sister who is in very poor health. Immediately after choosing, respondents indicated their certainty. The chosen target received a score of either 3, 2, or 1, depending on the respondent’s certainty (i.e., 3 = definitely, 2 = very likely, and 1 = probably). Each questionnaire contained 15 cases consisting of all nonredundant pairs of brother (or sister, depending on the form), nephew (or niece), and cousin. Each member of a pair was said to be either in excellent health or very poor health; that is, kin and health were varied orthogonally, except in the three pairs where the targets were identical relatives (i.e., two sister, two nieces, and two cousins), in which case their states of health always differed.

Results and Discussion

Preliminary analysis indicated that target’s sex did not interact with condition, kin, or health; hence, it is ignored hereafter. A 2 (condition: life or death vs. everyday help) × 2 (state of health, age) ANOVA was carried out, and the results are presented in Figure 6. The graph shows the tendency to help under famine conditions.
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Figure 7. Tendency to help healthy versus sick kin under life-or-death versus everyday conditions.

Figure 8. Tendency to help as a function of the health of the recipient under life-or-death versus everyday conditions.
spouse), 84% went to offspring and siblings, 15% to nephews, nieces, and grandchildren, and 1% to cousins. Hence, in the case of wealth, as relatedness decreases, actors perceive that the return for help is contingent on feelings of goodwill or indebtedness on the part of the recipient—if I know x is rich, I am sure y, her brother, shares in the riches; but I am not sure z, her cousin, does unless she especially likes him or is obligated to him.

This suggests that in social transactions where recipients possess a transferable resource such as wealth, decisions to help reflect the following heuristic: Individuals benefit automatically from (or have legitimate claim to) the recipient’s resources to the extent that they are related to the recipient. In other words, people believe that they share in a close relative’s riches as a matter of course but not in a distant relative’s riches; to participate in the latter’s prosperity requires that the relative feel considerable obligation or gratitude toward them. Generally speaking, help ingratiates to the extent that it is beneficial to the recipient and costly to the actor. Therefore, under biologically significant conditions, where costs and benefits are high, the tendency to help prosperous kin over impoverished kin (and thereby establish a claim to his or her resources) increases as their relatedness to the actor decreases. Briefly put, in life-or-death circumstances people are not inclined to discriminate between helping a rich and a poor sibling, but they are inclined to discriminate between helping a rich and a poor cousin. Wealth is also a sign of need, however, and morality as well as reputation demand that one helps those who are poor rather than those who are rich. Again we assumed that being moral and approved are dominant concerns when help is biologically trivial. In its strongest form, the hypothesis is as follows: If it is a matter of an everyday favor, individuals help poor kin over rich kin; however, if it is a matter of life or death, they do not discriminate between rich and poor unless the recipients are distant kin, in which case actors help those who are rich over those who are poor.

**Respondents and Procedures**

Forty-seven female and 32 male undergraduates at the University of Michigan answered a 15-item questionnaire similar in structure to that used in the preceding study. The items contained pairs of target individuals and were constructed so as to vary orthogonally the target’s wealth (i.e., rich vs. poor) and his or her relatedness to the respondent (i.e., brother, nephew, or cousin). The respondents were randomly assigned to one of two forms of the questionnaire. One form involved deciding which target to help under life-or-death conditions and the other, under everyday conditions. Again, on each item respondents indicated which member of the pair they would help and then rated their degree of certainty on a 3-point scale (3 = definitely; 2 = very likely; and 1 = probably).

**Results and Discussion**

A 2 (conditions: life-or-death vs. everyday) × 2 (wealthy vs. poor) × 3 (kinship) ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for kinship, $F(2, 385) = 40.37, p < .001$, and a significant Condition × Kinship interaction, $F(2, 385) = 21.64, p < .001$, once again demonstrating that the tendency to help decreased with relatedness and that the decrease was more rapid under life-or-death than under everyday conditions. Finally, there was a significant Condition × Kinship × Wealth interaction. That is to say, when it was biologically significant, the help given to a rich brother or nephew was not appreciably different, by Dunn’s test, from that given to a poor brother or nephew, whereas a rich cousin received more help than the poor cousin, significant at the .01 level by Dunn’s test. However, when it was biologically trivial, the help given to rich kin was consistently and markedly less than that given to poor kin (see Figure 9). At the same time we found that the difference between the help given to rich and poor brothers was significantly greater, at the .01 level by Dunn’s test, than the difference between that given to rich and poor cousins, although the latter difference remained appreciable, and to the eye, not greatly different from the former. In any case, this suggests that the remarkable tendency to favor the poor over the rich diminishes slightly with relatedness. Overall, there was good support for the assumption that the return for helping close relatives is less contingent on their goodwill than that for helping distant relatives; hence, when help was biologically significant, the trend to discriminate in favor of the richer of two brothers, say, was less than the tendency to discriminate in favor of the richer of two cousins. However, when help was biologically trivial, actors focused on the recipient’s need so that they discriminated in favor of the poorer relative independent of the degree of kinship.

**Study 6: Testing J. B. S. Haldane’s Criteria for Altruism**

To lend substance to the idea of inclusive fitness, Haldane (1955) made a facetious and pithy remark that he would willingly sacrifice his life to save nine of his cousins (and by extension, five of his nieces or nephews, three of his siblings, etc.). A remarkable and nonfacetious psychological implication of Haldane’s statement is that humans are sensitive to the fitness value of collectivities. Our final study examined whether this is true. We assumed that if a social transaction is biologically significant, the participants would evidence a concern with enhancing inclusive fitness. It follows then that when individuals decide between two or more groups to help they take into account each group’s overall fitness value, roughly, by summing the number of members in each weighted by members’ relatedness to the actors. As in the case of individual recipients, the group’s fitness value is a more important consideration when help is biologically significant than when it is biologically trivial. Fitness value, however, may be calculated differently for groups than for individuals. A group that otherwise would have a low value because its members are only distantly related to the actor can raise this value by increasing its membership. If we sum the $r$ values of members to indicate the group’s fitness value, then, for example, three nieces will not receive help over two sisters, but five nieces will. Therefore, Haldane’s criteria for altruism lead us to hypothesize that when comparing biologically significant and biologically trivial help with collectivities as recipients, kinship per se is unimportant to the actor; rather, it is the combination of relatedness and group size that is critical. Statistically, this means that if Haldane is right the Kin × Condi-
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Figure 9. Tendency to help as a function of kinship and wealth under life-or-death versus everyday conditions.

Respondents and Procedures

Fifty-three undergraduate volunteers answered an everyday or life-or-death form of a questionnaire similar in structure to that used in the preceding study. Each form contained 36 pairs of targets. In this case the targets consisted of collections of individuals that varied in size and relatedness to the respondent so as to produce three levels of fitness value (i.e., sums of $r_s = 0.5, 1.0, \text{ and } 1.5$) and three kinds of kin (i.e., brother, nephew, and cousin). More specifically, the $r = .5$ targets were 1 brother, 2 nephews, and 4 cousins; the $r = 1.0$ targets were 2 brothers, 4 nephews, and 8 cousins; and the $r = 1.50$ targets were 3 brothers, 6 nephews, and 12 cousins. All nonredundant pairs of the nine targets were presented. As in the preceding study, on each item respondents encircled the member of the pair they would help and then indicated their certainty on a 3-point scale.

Results and Discussion

An ANOVA performed on the scores revealed significant main effects for kin, $F(2, 102) = 50.4, p < .001$, and fitness value, $F(2, 102) = 65.6, p < .001$, as well as a significant interaction between condition (i.e., everyday help vs. life-or-death help) and fitness value, $F(2, 102) = 9.78, p < .001$. These results are shown in Figure 10. Clearly, Haldane's (1955) remark, or rather the general hypothesis implied therein, has merit. Actors do take into account the overall fitness value possessed by a group of individuals who need help to the extent that the help is biologically significant. As a result, in allocating help over groups they give a group's fitness value considerably more weight under life-or-death than under everyday conditions. And we see once more that the cultural meaning of kin categories had appreciable impact on the actors' choices. In general, independent of a group's fitness value, close relatives are more likely to be given help than are distant relatives, except for large groups of distant kindred, that is, cases involving 12 cousins and 6 nephews. As was suggested by the findings in Study 1, individuals discriminate more finely among close than among distant kindred.

General Discussion

We reason that if humans evolved rules for encoding a social transaction, it should be possible to describe their structure by analyzing the adaptive problems that the transaction presented to participants. For well over 95% of their history as a species, people have lived in simple societies. As an environment of evolutionary adaptation this means low-intensity hunting-gathering in small, nomadic bands with decentralized authority, generalized reciprocity, little wealth, adult male status equality, and diffuse, flexible interband alliances (Knauf, 1991). A key feature, perhaps even a functional prerequisite, of a low-intensity hunting-gathering system is intra- and, to some extent, interband cooperation. For example, the !Kung have over the years been pushed by more warlike tribes ever farther into the barrens where food, game, and water are scarce (Silberbauer, 1972). An important reason for their successful adaptation has
been the development of norms prescribing generalized reciprocity: Valuable resources are readily shared within the band, with only a vague expectation of repayment at some indefinite point in the future and not necessarily to the original donor. Ethnographers report that it seems unthinkable to the !Kung to do otherwise and that the custom of sharing is perceived as intrinsic to human nature. More generally, in all simple societies that ethnographers know about, cooperative sharing, especially in respect to prized commodities such as meat, is commonly extended to all others within the band and is considered a symbol of being human (Cashdan, 1980, 1985; Knauff, 1991; Testart, 1985, 1987). Marshall (1979) reported that

The !Kung are quite conscious of the value of meat-sharing and the talk about it, especially about the benefits of the mutual obligations it entails. The idea of sharing is deeply implanted and very successfully imposes its restraints... The idea of eating alone is shocking to the !Kung. It makes them shriek with an uneasy laughter. Lions could do that, they say, not men. (pp. 363, 357; also see Thomas, 1959; Turnbull, 1961)

Some theorists have argued persuasively that in simple societies subsistence constitutes less of a difficulty than defense against hostile out-groups. Alexander (1974, 1979), for instance, compared the benefits to individual reproduction of group living under different adaptive problems such as scarcity or disease and concluded that the pressures toward mutual help and cooperation among low-intensity hunter–gatherers must have been generated primarily by the need for alliances with other bands as a means of protection against dangerous neighbors. In support of this line of reasoning, Wrangham's (1987) comparative analysis of primate sociality indicates that intergroup hostility is common not only in humans but also in closely related species, namely, gorilla, bonobo, and chimpanzee, suggesting to him that animosity toward out-groups, whether the result of fear or greed, is likely to be a conservative feature, reflecting a propensity of the common ancestor; as a result, Wrangham argued, it served to create strong selection pressures for cooperative and protective relationships within human groups (also see Ember, 1978; Rodseth, Wrangham, Harrigan, & Smuts, 1991). Nonetheless, for our purposes it makes no difference if the primary adaptive problem has to do with meager resources or hostile out-groups. The critical point is that the environment of adaptation typical of low-intensity hunting–gathering puts a premium on cooperative transactions. Indeed, such an environment meets virtually all the theoretical preconditions for the evolution of cooperation, such as low dispersal rate, long life span, living in small, interdependent, stable groups, and a long period of parental care leading to extensive noncompetitive contact with close relatives over many years (Axelrod, 1984; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Trivers, 1985).

Cooperation depends above all on the ability to take into account the interdependence between own and others' outcomes (Abric et al., 1967; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Rabinowitz et al., 1966). However, to say that in the environment of evolutionary adaptation individuals with the capacity to do so are positively selected is to assert a truism, if not a tautology. To go beyond this the adaptive problem has to be formulated more precisely. Hence, we examined the representation of a social transaction in terms of enhancing inclusive fitness. Hamilton's (1964) model implies that to the extent that organisms are
group living, natural selection favors donors who are sensitive to (a) the recipients' outcomes as well as their own, (b) their relatedness, and (c) the recipients' fitness value. Information in these three domains allows individuals to decide when costly transactions are worthwhile, and if a choice needs to be made, it tells them whom to help. Needless to say, the proximal (or conscious) decision about others' desirability as a recipient is rarely if ever based on features explicitly signaling that a person who possesses them will improve the actor's fitness. Rather, at the subjective level choice is primarily guided by culturally given and, usually, ecologically valid correlates, especially in respect to reproductive value. Some are relatively direct correlates, such as recipients' age or health; others, indirect and based on social comparison, such as their status or reputation. In any case, from the point of view of neo-Darwinian theory, the ultimate function of this information is clear: It permits actors to make the biologically important distinction between recipients who are likely to enhance fitness and recipients who are unlikely to do so. Operationally, we take this to mean that if help is a matter of life and death to the recipient, the weight actors give to kinship, age, sex, health, wealth, or other features indicating reproductive value is predictably different from the weight given to these features if help constitutes an everyday favor.

At the same time, however, the inclusive fitness formulation says nothing about how these features determine the granting of everyday favors, except that information about kindred and potential fecundity will be given less weight. If not according to the recipient's relatedness and productive value, how then is help allocated when its biological costs and benefits are trivial? Our hypothesis is that in these circumstances donors worry less about kinship to the recipient and distribute help to enhance reputation or to satisfy conscience—in fitness terms, even when the immediate consequences of altruism are insignificant, appearing civil or moral is likely to rebound eventually to the donor's benefit or to that of relatives—and that this state of affairs is experienced by the donor as a need to do what is good or admirable. In short, we argue that the nearest thing to universal criterion for granting favors of no great significance to donor or recipient are conscience and politesse, both of which in default can be satisfied using the recipient's degree of need or worthiness. Hence, inclusive fitness predicts that under life-or-death conditions, if a choice has to be made, people pay a lot of attention to relatedness so as to benefit close kin ahead of distant kin; in addition, people help the young over the old (when the environment is benign), the healthy over the sick, the wealthy over the poor (when potential recipients are distant kin), and the premenopausal over the postmenopausal female, whereas under everyday conditions, conscience and politesse encourage people to help either the young or the old over those of intermediate age, the sick over the healthy, the poor over the wealthy, and females over males. The studies presented in this article support these ideas.

Although our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that there exist psychological mechanisms for encoding fitness cues, they say little about their origins, except the heuristic that informs these decisions does reflect a type of social reasoning that ought to be positively selected for in group-living animals. In short, the results we presented, namely, the complex interactions of kinship, age, sex, health, wealth, or collective fitness value with the biological significance of help follow naturally from a minor extrapolation of the inclusive fitness model, whereas none of the purely psychological analyses of altruism seem capable of predicting these effects—nor, as is sometimes overlooked, should they be given that psychological and evolutionary models of altruism provide complementary explanations, the former being primarily concerned not with why a particular mechanism (e.g., empathy) was or was not favored by natural selection in the ancestral environment but rather with how it works under present conditions to produce altruistic behavior and the latter, not with how the mechanism actually functions but why it was positively or negatively selected for in the ancestral environment.

However, if one asks whether reasoning of this kind informs real as opposed to hypothetical decisions, we have to fall back on supposition and case histories but not a great deal of systematic evidence. For instance, it is reasonable to suppose that in experiments on bystander intervention (Latane & Nida, 1981), the impact of group size would have been negated were the victim related to at least one of the bystanders. Similarly, Milgram's (1974) studies of obedience in all likelihood would not have turned out as they did had the "learner" been related to the "teacher"; we might even venture that proximity and contact had the impact they did because they are ecologically valid correlates of kinship. Most studies that have compared altruism with nonaltruistic forms of help such as reciprocity (i.e., tit for tat) suggest that altruism is considered appropriate and reciprocity, inappropriate in primary group or communal relationships, whereas reciprocity is appropriate and altruism, inappropriate in more formal exchange relations (Litwak & Nesseri, 1989; Mills & Clark, 1982). Needless to say, in our ancestral environment the primary group was kindred, although even in a modern urban sample unrelated males who have a close long-term friendship were found to be genetically more similar to each other than randomly paired individuals (Rushton, 1989). In the anthropological literature one of the best known case studies of kinship and helping in an actual life-or-death situation stems from the fortuitous filming by Chagnon and Bugos (1979) of an ax fight between two genealogically overlapping Yanomomo villages mentioned earlier. The dispute arose during an excessively prolonged visit when a female of the host village was insulted by a male of the visiting village. The initial clash was relatively innocuous by Yanomomo standards and consisted of a figure of authority in the host village, who was also a kinsperson of the insulted woman, wielding a club against the insulting visitor, who flailed back with a bowstave. The affair quickly escalated to a murderous level, however, when supporters of these two combatants began laying on with machetes and axes. As Chagnon and Bugos recognized, the situation lent itself nicely to illustrating kin selection theory. By comparing genealogical histories, these researchers determined that, within each group of combatants, the members were more closely related among themselves than they were to their opponents. Moreover, they were not a random set of adults from their respective villages; within each group of combatants, individuals were more
closely related than they were to those in their respective villages who did not join in the fighting. Finally, each of the individuals who initiated the battle had relatives in both villages; nonetheless, those who actually took up machete or axe on his behalf were more closely related to him, 780% more in one case and 210% more in the other, than to his opponent.

A less well-known but equally powerful analysis of the relationship between kinship and altruism was carried out by Sime (1983). It involves a fire at a large seaside vacation complex on the Isle of Man during 1973 in which 50 people died. The findings are based on detailed statements from 148 individuals who were in the central building when the fire broke out. Sime’s theory of escape behavior predicted that

when faced by . . . an impending physical threat to people’s lives and access to an escape route diminishing rapidly . . . individuals will not be concerned solely with self-preservation. They will be even more concerned than usual to retain contact or make contact with other group members with whom they have close psychological ties and who are also threatened (p. 21).

Operationally, by “close psychological ties” Sime means kindred. Hence, his hypothesis, in fact, pits Darwinian fitness (i.e., self-preservation) against inclusive fitness (i.e., helping kin to escape). Or, more concretely, he asks the following question: Under what conditions do individuals in a life-threatening situation simply remove themselves to safety as quickly as possible without waiting for anyone else and under what conditions do they delay in order to help others escape with them? Out of the 148 individuals studied, 128 of them had gone to the central section of the complex with a group, 87 with their immediate family and 41 with friends or a combination of friends and relations. Among other things, the research distinguishes those groups in which all the members exited from the burning structure together from those in which all the members did not exit together. At the moment they recognized their danger, about 66% of the families and 54% of the nonfamilies were together in the central section. Of these initially “together” groups, over two thirds of the families and only about a quarter of the nonfamilies did so. In addition, there were 30 families and 19 nonfamilies that had been separated at the time members perceived themselves in peril. Of these initially “separated” groups, 50% of the families took time to find each other and emerge from the building together, whereas none of the nonfamily groups did so.

Researchers explicitly concerned with kin selection and who systematically test the neo-Darwinian formulation in human groups have a different approach. They generally ask questions about how people behave in roles that permit or oblige them to help another even though doing so will not be concerned solely with self-preservation. They will be even more concerned than usual to retain contact or make contact with other group members with whom they have close psychological ties and who are also threatened (p. 21).

...
cause the mother was often really a half-sister, or at most .25, whereas the value of his own children was unknown. However, where the armies of the precolonial petty kingdoms were disbanded and the benefits of a military career vanished, monogamy became the rule. The result was, naturally, a marked decrease in paternal uncertainty and, as predicted by Hamilton's model, a switch in the role of husband and mother's brother in respect to paternal investment. Within 30 years after the arrival of the British, an amazingly short period for a change of this magnitude especially because the colonial administration did not go to great lengths to support it, Nayar husbands assumed responsibility for the rearing of their sisters' children and abandoned responsibility for the rearing of their own children and abandoned responsibility for the rearing of their sisters' children.

The Nayar case illustrates the way in which the expectations associated with the roles of husband and mother's brother track paternal uncertainty so as to enhance fitness. The tracking, however, is inherently imperfect; changes in expectations in one domain occur at a different rate from those in another domain (e.g., the religious responsibilities of the parents toward their offspring may change more slowly than their legal responsibilities). Hence, at any point some role prescriptions are slow in catching up and for the moment are inconsistent with individual fitness. Hamilton's (1964) model predicts that persons who occupy these roles are tempted to resolve the inconsistency so as to enhance fitness. There is a sizable body of research on one such case, parental investment by step-parents. Both fathers and mothers everywhere have been prematurely widowed, and women are often forsaken with dependent children. Should the surviving parent attempt to forge a new marital relationship, the fate of the children becomes problematic. From the point of view of inclusive fitness, the step-parent's dilemma is similar to that of the Nayar husband: Whereas helping step-children increases spouse's fitness, it decreases the fitness of the step-parent. However, if the parents' commitment to a new spouse is strong, then absent institutions like the avunculate, where the responsibilities for investing in offspring fall to the mother's brother, or the levirate, where a widow and her children become part of the family of the dead man's brother, or simply the leaving of children with postmenopausal matrilineal kin (e.g., maternal grandparents), a world-wide custom, to protect their fitness interests step-parents may act in a manner that actually imperils the well-being of the children.

The popularity of the Cinderella theme in the folklore of most cultures suggests that the threat to children from step-parents is ubiquitous (Thompson, 1955). That a minority of step-parents in Duberman's (1975) Cleveland sample as well as in Flinn's (1988) sample of Trinidadian villagers admits to or acts so as to demonstrate "parental feeling" toward their step-children and even fewer indicate "love" toward them suggest that such tensions occur in almost any society where the spousal role obliges helping unrelated children (also see Hill & Kaplan, 1988). That husbands in Tikopia and Yanamomo can demand the death of their new spouses' earlier children or that Ache children, who, after their father's death, are raised by other men have much higher mortality than those raised by their biological father and mother suggests that the consequences of these tensions can be tragic. Some of the clearest evidence for this comes from modern societies. In North America the likelihood of a child being abused is many times greater when there is a step-parent rather than two biological parents. For example, in Ontario, Canada, during 1983 the rate of per capita child abuse for children up to 4 years old living with one biological and one step-parent was over 13 per 1,000, whereas the comparable rate for children living with two biological parents was much less than 1 per 1,000 (Daly & Wilson, 1988). To avoid reporting biases, we could focus on the most unequivocally abused: In 87,000+ instances of maltreatment of children identified by the American Humane Association in 1976, there were 279 fatalities. Of these, 43% lived with step-parents. According to Daly and Wilson (1988) this means that an American child—they report similar data for Canadian children—living with at least one step-parent in 1976 was about 100 times as likely to be fatally abused as a child residing with biological parents only. This is the dark side of the altruistic heuristic: When role obligations require that biologically significant help be given to unrelated others individuals are inclined to renge and occasionally do so in horrendous fashion.
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